The Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere ͑MOPITT͒ instrument, which was launched aboard the Earth Observing System ͑EOS͒ Terra spacecraft on 18 December 1999, is designed to measure tropospheric CO and CH 4 by use of a nadir-viewing geometry. The measurements are taken at 4.7 m in the thermal emission and absorption for the CO mixing ratio profile retrieval and at 2.3 and 2.2 m in the reflected solar region for the total CO column amount and CH 4 column amount retrieval, respectively. To achieve the required measurement accuracy, it is critical to identify and remove cloud contamination in the radiometric signals. We describe an algorithm to detect cloudy pixels, to reconstruct clear column radiance for pixels with partial cloud covers, and to estimate equivalent cloud top height for overcast conditions to allow CO profile retrievals above clouds. The MOPITT channel radiances, as well as the first-guess calculations, are simulated with a fast forward model with input atmospheric profiles from ancillary data sets. The precision of the retrieved CO profiles and total column amounts in cloudy atmospheres is within the expected Ϯ10% range. Validations of the clouddetecting thresholds with the moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer airborne simulator data and MOPITT airborne test radiometer measurements were performed. The validation results showed that the MOPITT cloud detection thresholds work well for scenes covered with more than 5-10% cloud cover if the uncertainties in the model input profiles are less than 2 K for temperature, 10% for water vapor, and 5% for CO and CH 4 .
Introduction
The Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere ͑MOPITT͒ instrument 1 that is aboard the Earth Observing System ͑EOS͒ Terra spacecraft is designed to measure tropospheric CO and CH 4 . This instrument scans the Earth at nadir with a spatial resolution of 22 km ϫ 22 km and achieves a global coverage within approximately three days. The MOPITT instrument is a gas correlation radiometer that measures the CO profile by use of atmospheric and terrestrial thermal radiation in the spectral region near 4.7 m and the CO and CH 4 total column amounts by use of reflected solar radiation in the spectral region near 2.3 and 2.2 m, respectively. The thermal channel measurements, as well as the reflected solar radiation during daytime, will be used to retrieve CO profiles in the troposphere at seven nominal pressure levels, and the reflected solar radiation will be used to retrieve CO and CH 4 total column amounts. 2 The anticipated accuracy is 10% for the CO measurement and 1% for the CH 4 column amount.
Tropospheric CO is among the most important trace species in the atmosphere, in part because of its chemically active nature. The CO and CH 4 concentrations directly affect the concentration of the OH radical through the atmospheric oxidation of CO and the reaction of CH 4 with OH, and hence affect the rate at which many natural occurring and anthropogenic trace species are removed from the atmosphere. In addition, oxidation of CO in the presence of NO x is a major contribution to tropospheric ozone produc-tion. Because CH 4 and ozone are greenhouse gases affecting the Earth's energy balance, the concentrations of CO and CH 4 indirectly affect the global climate and air quality. CO is produced near the Earth's surface mainly from naturally occurring chemistry processes and human activities, and it has a lifetime of approximately two months. This makes CO a good tracer for studying dynamic circulation and convection in the atmosphere. CH 4 , in contrast, with its lifetime of approximately ten years, can become more or less uniformly mixed over the entire Earth. However, it has been reported that CH 4 concentration has increased at a rate of 1.3% per year until recently. 3 In recent years the rate of the CH 4 increase has appeared to slow to approximately 0.6% per year 4 or less. Measurements of CO and CH 4 concentrations from MOPITT will provide continuous coverage in both space and time, which is currently lacking.
One of the major challenges related to spaceborne optical sensors that measure tropospheric properties is the treatment of cloud contamination in the instrument field of view ͑FOV͒. MOPITT measurements at the spectral regions of 2.2, 2.3, and 4.7 m are sensitive to attenuation by clouds. Cloud-related problems in satellite remote sensing have been studied and addressed for many years, and a few examples are given below. Wylie et al. 5 studied global cloud coverage using four years of High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder ͑HIRS͒ data with a spatial resolution of 20 km ϫ 20 km at nadir and found that only approximately 23% of the pixels were cloud free. Because MOPITT has a FOV of 22 km ϫ 22 km, a large percentage of its global data set will be covered, or partially covered, with clouds.
The procedures of working with the cloudcontaminated data include two steps: to identify the tropospheric scenes covered, or partially covered, by clouds and to estimate clear-sky retrievals from cloud-contaminated pixels. The former is generally called cloud detection, which involves defining the observable quantity that discriminates between cloudy and clear scenes and determining a value that represents the contrasts. The latter is called the cloud clearing or removing process. The most common of the cloud detection techniques are the threshold methods that make use of radiance variations in wavelength, space, or time. 6, 7 Much research on cloud detection was initiated from processing the advanced very high resolution radiometer ͑AVHRR͒ data and the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite ͑GOES͒ images, and multispectral techniques were often used. 8, 9 The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project ͑ISCCP͒ 10 -13 has developed a cloud detection scheme that uses visible and infrared window radiances and their spectral, space, and time variations. The moderateresolution imaging spectroradiometer ͑MODIS͒ cloud mask 14 uses a number of thresholds for 14 different spectral channels and the combination of these channels to identify clouds in the FOV.
To retrieve atmospheric properties in the presence of clouds in an instrument FOV involves either the estimation of clear column radiances from cloudy observations or the iteration of the cloud clearing and retrieval steps. Smith 15 developed the N* method to remove the cloud effect in the process of retrieving temperature profiles. Some other algorithms were also based on the N* method, such as that by Smith et al. 16 that used the collocated AVHRR and HIRS͞2 channels to provide estimated clear column radiance and calculate cloud cover contrast between adjacent pixels. Chahine 17 developed a method in which the temperature profiles, cloud heights, and cloud amounts are derived simultaneously in an iterative relaxation retrieval scheme. It uses knowledge of adjacent pixels without a priori temperature information or cloud-free observations; however, it also requires a careful choice of instrument spectral coverage. Many other investigators have developed algorithms to handle operational satellite observations that are contaminated with clouds, as summarized by Rizzi et al. 18 In this paper we describe the MOPITT cloud algorithm, which includes the detection of cloudy pixels, clearing of clouds for pixels with nonuniform cloud cover, and the determination of cloud top heights for overcast opaque conditions to allow retrievals above clouds. In Section 2 we briefly summarize the instrument characteristics, the forward radiance models, and the ancillary data sets that are used in the study. In Section 3 we describe the cloud detection algorithm, and in Section 4 we discuss the MOPITT cloud clearing processes. In Section 5 we present some validation results of the cloud detection thresholds using the MODIS airborne simulator ͑MAS͒ 19 and MOPITT airborne test radiometer ͑MATR͒ 20 measurements. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the current status of the MOPITT cloud algorithm and discuss the planned future improvements.
Review of Instrumentation and Forward Models

A. MOPITT Instrument Characteristics and Channel Signal Sensitivities
MOPITT takes measurements at 2.2-, 2.3-, and 4.7-m spectral regions by use of gas correlation radiometers. A gas correlation radiometer filters the outgoing radiation at the top of the atmosphere ͑TOA͒ through a cell containing the target gas that is being measured in the atmosphere. This radiometer modulates the cell pressure, in the case of the pressure-modulated cell ͑PMC͒, 21 or the cell length, for a length-modulated cell ͑LMC͒. 22 In each modulating cycle the detector outputs two signals corresponding to the two states of the modulating cell. An average ͑A͒ signal is obtained when these two signals are averaged, and a difference ͑D͒ signal is obtained when the difference of the two signals are taken. The D signals generally include the contributions from the atmospheric CO or CH 4 , and the A signals represent mainly the background radiance ͑including the contribution from the target gases͒. The MOPITT instrument includes two PMC's and two LMC's for measurement of the CO profile and two LMC's each for the CO and CH 4 total column amounts. There are a total of eight channels used in MOPITT measurements, corresponding to the eight modulating cells, and in each channel there is an A signal and a D signal. The MOPITT channel information is listed in Table 1 , in which the filter band is given in full width half-maximum ͑FWHM͒.
In the CO thermal channels, the A signals are dominated by the surface emission and can therefore be used to determine the surface characteristics. 23 These characteristics can then be applied to the D signals to isolate the atmospheric information. In the solar CO and CH 4 channels, the A signals are determined effectively by the product of the solar intensity and the surface reflectivity transmitted through the atmosphere. The D signals are sensitive to the absorption by CO and CH 4 as well as to the solar intensity and surface reflectivity. The D͞A signal ratios are used to obtain the total column amount of CO and CH 4 . To obtain this ratio, the surface reflectance and the solar radiance terms are canceled to first order, and the ratio mainly depends on the atmospheric parameters. Sensitivity studies also show that the effect of interfering constituents is greatly removed when one performs the D͞A signal ratio.
B. Forward Models and Ancillary Data Sets
The MOPITT operational fast radiative transfer ͑MOPFAS͒ model, which is used to simulate the channel radiances, is described in detail by Edwards et al. 24 Only a brief review is given here. MOPFAS uses an approach similar to the optical path transmittance regression scheme 25 from parameters calculated by a line-by-line model ͑GENLN2͒. 26 This fast model has a computed signal accuracy within approximately 0.5% of a full lineby-line calculation.
Spectral response functions are used for each A and D channel to simulate the MOPITT signals. Each signal can be expressed as
where i
A,D
͑͒ is the A or D signal response function, which includes the channel blocking filter and gas correlation response. In Eq. ͑1͒, I͑͒ is the monochromatic radiance reaching the TOA and is described below.
Assuming the atmosphere to be plane parallel, we can write the monochromatic radiance for clear conditions at the TOA, I clear ͑͒, in the absence of scattering, as
B͓, T͑ p͔͒
d͑, p, sat ͒ dp dp
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑2͒ represents the atmospheric thermal emission between the lower boundary at pressure p s and the location of the satellite. B͑, T͒ is the Planck function at wave number and temperature T, and ͑, p, sat ͒ is the transmittance between pressure p and the satellite as a function of the satellite zenith angle sat . The second term refers to the surface emission that reaches the satellite, where ε͑͒ is the surface emissivity neglecting the viewing-angle dependence and T s is the surface temperature. The third term describes the downwelling thermal flux, F d ͑͒, that is reflected by the surface to the satellite. The fourth term is the reflected solar radiation, where F sol ͑͒ is the solar irradiance incident at the TOA atmosphere, and ͑, p, sol ͒ is the transmittance from the TOA to the surface at solar zenith angle sol .
Assuming that a single-layer opaque cloud with a nonunity emissivity is present in the FOV, the radi- B͓, T͑ p͔͒ d͑, p, sat ͒ dp dp
In Eq. ͑3͒ the parameters with subscript c refer to those at the cloud level. Similar to Eq. ͑2͒, the first term on the right-hand side in Eq. ͑3͒ represents the atmospheric emission from the cloud top to the TOA with a cloud emissivity ε c ͑͒. The second term is the cloud thermal emission that reaches the satellite. The third term shows the thermal radiation emitting downward from the atmosphere above the clouds, being reflected by clouds and transmitted to the satellite. The final term represents the solar radiation reflected by clouds that reaches the satellite.
Often an instrument FOV is only partially covered with clouds, and, in addition, a large percentage of clouds are transmissive clouds. 5 When a FOV is covered partially with thick clouds, the observed radiance can be expressed as
where n is the cloud fraction in the FOV. A transmissive cloud can be simulated with a similar equation when the scattering effect of the clouds can be neglected, and in this case n stands for the product of cloud fraction and cloud emissivity. Although Eqs. ͑1͒-͑4͒ can generally be used for all MOPITT channels, there is virtually no thermal effect in the solar regions at 2.2 and 2.3 m, and only the solar term is included in the calculation. However, if solar effects are neglected in the thermal calculations at the 4.7-m region, it causes approximately a 2% error in the average channels and a 1% error in the difference channels. 24 For simulation of instrument signals, another MO-PITT forward model, namely, the MOPITT absorption ͑MOPABS͒ model, is used in this study. 24 MOPABS uses an absorption look-up table to obtain CO and CH 4 instrument signals for any observation altitude. This code has the capability to simulate instrument signals from aircraft measurements, as well as the satellite measurements, and it includes filter functions for MOPITT, MAS, and MATR channels. MOPABS has accuracies comparable to a lineby-line model, but it is considerably faster and is often used as a research tool to analyze the radiative transfer process for MOPITT-related problems.
Both MOPFAS and MOPABS take into account the contributions from H 2 O, CO 2 , O 3 , N 2 O, CO, and CH 4 , and they require as input the vertical distributions of atmospheric temperature, surface temperature, emissivity, and reflectivity. Currently, CO 2 , O 3 , and N 2 O profiles from climatological data sets are used. The real-time meteorological data, i.e., temperature and water-vapor distributions, are provided by the NASA Data Assimilation Office ͑DAO͒. The surface reflectance in the 2.2-2.3-m spectral region was retrieved from the Landsat thematic mapper. 27 The 4.7-m thermal emissivity distribution over the globe is determined from the Fu and Liou 28 radiative transfer model parameters that are assigned to each U.S. Geological Survey scene type. 29 This is described by Wilber et al. 30 There is no seasonal variation in the current long-wave emissivity data set, and additional research is necessary. A range of cloud emissivity ͑or reflectivity͒ from 0.2 to 0.8 is assigned on the basis of the type of cloud under study.
Cloud Detection
Many existing cloud detection techniques cannot be applied directly to MOPITT cloud problems because of the limitation of the number of MOPITT spectral channels and the spatial resolution. For example, the multispectral technique has been used widely in the community to identify certain types of clouds 6, 24 ; however, it requires measurements at certain spectral bands. Also, statistical techniques based on patterns of the neighboring pixels are often used to detect heterogeneous clouds over the ocean, when there is adequate spatial resolution. 31, 11 Nevertheless, MOPITT signals provide information that can be used to detect and clear clouds by measuring the concentration of trace species above the clouds. Use of this information forms the core of the MOPITT cloud algorithm and is discussed in Subsection 3.B. A threshold method is also used to compare the observed radiance against the model-calculated clear column radiance, which is discussed in Subsection 3.A.
A. Threshold Method
In general, clouds are characterized as colder and having higher solar reflectance than the Earth's surface. The temperature differences between cloudy and clear scenes appear in the 4.7-m channel radiances, and the differences in the boundary reflectance are revealed mainly from the solar channels. The MOPITT cloud detection threshold method uses both solar and thermal channels for daytime passes and thermal information only for nighttime passes. The A signals from the 2.3-m band LMC at a cell pressure of 800 mb ͑denoted as ch6A͒ and the A signals from the 4.7-m LMC at a cell pressure of 800 mb ͑ch5A͒ are used for threshold tests. The A signals of all four thermal channels, or all four solar channels, respond to the surface or cloud similarly. Therefore the A signal from only one thermal, or solar, channel is necessary to detect clouds if the FOV's from all detectors are collocated. Because there is no exact collocation in the MOPITT instrument, however, it may be decided at a later time that all channels are needed in cloud detection.
By studying the radiance sensitivities to cloud cover, and including the anticipated uncertainties in the clear radiance estimate, we determined a set of thresholds to distinguish the clear from the cloudy scenes. The cloud cover is simulated by use of fractions from 0 to 100% and cloud top pressures from approximately 900 to 200 hPa. Single-layer, opaque clouds are assumed with a thermal emissivity of 0.98 and a solar reflectivity of 50%. MOPITT cloud thresholds, based on observed channel radiance and model-calculated clear column radiance, are then selected for daytime as for nighttime,
In inequalities ͑5͒ and ͑6͒, R ch5A and R ch6A are average radiances from ch5A and ch6A, respectively. Mid-latitude and high latitude are defined as those greater than 35°in the summer hemisphere and 30°i n the winter hemisphere for this study. If a temperature inversion occurs in the atmosphere, the clouds will be warmer than the underlying surface, hence the R ch5A ratio between cloudy and clear scenes will be greater than 1. A threshold of 1.1 is used to detect clouds under this condition. During daytime the solar channel information is used, and the cloud detection is not completely dependent on the temperature contrasts; therefore the additional threshold for the thermal channel to detect clouds under temperature inversion conditions is not necessary. Both the differences and the ratios of the observed and the model-calculated radiances are used in the cloud detection to reflect different aspects of the contributions. For example, when the ratio is taken of the solar channel average signals, certain solar-fluxrelated terms cancel, and more emphasis is placed on the surface characteristics and the atmospheric transmittances. As shown in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, the fourth terms on the right-hand side of these two equations represent the solar radiation terms for clear and cloudy atmospheres, respectively. When the ratio of these terms for clear and cloudy atmospheres is taken, the solar irradiance incident at the TOA F sol ͑͒ and sec͑ sol ͒ are canceled.
The one-day coverage of MOPITT channel radiances are simulated with the DAO 1 August 1998 meteorological data set. Cloud information, cloud fractions, cloud top pressures, and cloud temperatures provided by the DAO are used in the simulation. Note that the quality of this cloud information is not important in the simulation; however, it prevents us from using it in the retrieval of real observations. Although only single-layer clouds are included in the simulations, the existence of multilayer clouds will not change the cloud detection conclusions. It will, however, affect the cloud clearing processes. Polar regions ͑latitude Ͼ 65°N or ϽϪ60°S͒ are excluded in this simulation because of the frequent temperature inversions in the atmosphere and to avoid the effect on the daytime signals of possible snow and ice coverage. Real-time snow and ice covers are not currently available to us, and the cloud detection over snow or ice surfaces will be discussed in a separate study.
Cloud detection by use of the threshold method was performed on the 1 August 1998 simulated data, and the results are summarized in Table 2 . The total in the second column refers to the cloud cover in the simulation, and the third ͑detected as clear͒ and fourth ͑detected as cloudy͒ columns are the detection results. The cloud cover is categorized as clear 
93 ͑or Ͼ 1.1 at mid-latitude and high latitude͒;
Յ 0.97 ͑or Ͼ 1.1 at mid-latitude and high latitude͒. (6) scenes ͑50.46%͒, scenes covered with less than 5% clouds ͑2.19%͒, more than 5% clouds ͑47.35%͒, and scenes with more than 5% cloud covers, but nocturnal low clouds ͑46.98%͒ are excluded. Almost all pixels ͑more than 99%͒ containing more than 5% clouds were detected by use of the MOPITT thresholds. There are, however, a very small number of pixels ͑0.8%͒ that are covered with more than 5% clouds that could not be detected. The majority of the undetected pixels come from low clouds at night, which is shown by the differences between the third and fourth rows in Table 2 . Under these conditions, there is not enough thermal contrast between the simulated cloudy radiances and the calculated clear column radiances. We evaluated the accuracy of the cloud detection using the threshold method by comparing the retrieved CO amounts from a clear simulation and a cloudy simulation. The left upper panel of Fig. 1 is a box chart showing the percentage differences between the clear and the cloudy runs for the retrieved total column CO and the CO mixing ratio at seven levels for pixels identified as clear by MOPITT cloud thresholds. Therefore the data shown on the graph are those pixels with cloud contamination, which were erroneously classified as clear. Note that there are approximately 760,000 simulated pixels per day. Nevertheless, failure to detect these types of scenes as described above does not impact the retrieved results significantly. As shown in Fig. 1 in the left upper panel, almost all data are within a Ϯ10% difference for the total column CO amount ͑labeled as total͒ and for the level retrievals at 700 hPa ͑L-2͒, 500 hPa ͑L-3͒, 350 hPa ͑L-4͒, and 250 hPa ͑L-5͒, which meets the accuracy requirement for MOPITT. At the lowest two levels ͑Bottom and L-1͒ and the top level ͑150 hPa͒, however, the relative errors from approximately 6% of cloudy pixels are beyond the 10% accuracy requirement, and a few individual pixels at the bottom level reach the 30 -40% range. This is related to MOPITT retrieval sensitivities. As discussed by Pan et al., 2 the retrieval profile will have smaller uncertainty in the free tropospheric layers typically within 10% of a rms error, but will have larger uncertainties for the boundary layer and the top tropospheric layer, which may reach 10 -20%, depending on the noise-equivalent radiance. Wang et al., 32 in their MOPITT instrument sensitivity studies, pointed out that the retrieval errors are most pronounced in the first layer ͑0 -2 km͒ and the last layer ͑12-14 km͒ because of reduced instrument sen- Fig. 1 . Effect of the threshold uncertainties on the retrieved total column CO amount. The left upper panel shows the percentage errors of undetected cloudy pixels for the total column CO amount and the mixing ratios at seven retrieval levels. The left lower panel is the same as the upper panel except that input random error to the model is included in the cloud detection. The right panels are the same as the left panels, except that the results are from the N* cleared radiances. For the x-axis labels, Total indicates total column CO retrieval and Bottom and L-1 to L-6 show the levels of retrieved CO mixing ratios. Orange, Ϫ10 to 0%; red, 0 to 10%; yellow, 10 to 20%, Ϫ10 to Ϫ20%; green, 20 to 30%, Ϫ20 to Ϫ30%; blue, 30 to 40%, Ϫ30% to Ϫ40%; purple, 40 to 50%, Ϫ40% to Ϫ50%.
sitivity to CO and that any radiance errors get magnified in these two layers.
There are two major sources of uncertainties in the estimation of the reference clear column radiance: model uncertainties and the random error introduced by the input data. Although the model systematic bias can be validated and compensated for, the input data uncertainties could lead to larger errors than presented here; therefore the error of the input data has to be considered in the determination of the cloud detection thresholds. The A signals of the MOPITT instrument are most sensitive to the surface temperature and the emissivity or reflectivity, and the surface temperature provided by the DAO reanalysis is subject to random error. Input data random error is added to the clear radiance estimation when the input profiles and the surface quantities are perturbed randomly. The error is assigned on the basis of a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and a standard deviation at the expected error levels. The anticipated error level for the temperature profiles and the surface temperature over land is 2 K, and for the surface temperature over ocean it is 0.5 K; a 10% uncertainty is included in the water-vapor profiles, and 5% is included in the profiles of CO and CH 4 .
The performance of the cloud detection thresholds, with consideration of the random error in the input meteorological data, is listed in Table 3 . The major difference between the tests with and without random error occurs for clear pixels and pixels with less than 5% cloud cover. Many pixels ͑approximately 13%͒ that are clear are classified as cloudy, and this reduces the retrieval coverage. The pixels that are covered by more than 5% clouds are nearly unaffected by the input noise, provided that the noise levels do not exceed those described above. The cloud detection accuracy including the input data random error is also evaluated with the CO retrieval results and is shown in the left lower panel of Fig. 1 . Compared with the left upper panel, the range of uncertainties of CO retrieval caused by the cloud detection error stays approximately the same with and without inclusion of the input data random error in the cloud detection. When the random error is included in the reference radiance, however, the number of undetected cloudy pixels decreases. The reason is that many pixels with less than 5% cloud cover are detected as cloudy; hence they are not included in the retrieval.
The uncertainties of the surface emissivity and reflectivity are tested similarly to that of the surface temperature. Approximately 1% of the emissivity and reflectivity variation is equivalent to an 0.5 K surface temperature change. When both sources of uncertainties are present, the model calculation error increases slightly; however, this will not change the conclusions of the cloud detection accuracy described above. In summary, on the basis of the simulation results the MOPITT cloud detection thresholds are capable of detecting scenes with more than 5% cloud cover. The input data uncertainties remain a major concern with this technique, especially if the input profile errors exceed the anticipated values.
B. Equivalent Cloud Top Pressure Estimation from CH 4 Total Column Amount
The MOPITT instrument measures total column CH 4 at 2.2 m through reflected solar radiation, and the channel D͞A signals are used to retrieve the CH 4 total column amount. 23 CH 4 can be approximated as a uniformly distributed gas in the troposphere to a good accuracy ͑approximately 2-3%͒. Therefore the measured total column CH 4 amount is related directly to the altitude of the surface. When an optically thick overcast cloud is presented in the FOV, the measured column of CH 4 represents the portion above the cloud.
A simple exponential curve of CH 4 D͞A signals versus cloud top pressures is obtained when we fit simulated data in each narrow range of solar zenith angles and satellite zenith angles. The cloud top pressure for a pixel with complete cloud cover is written as
where the parameters a, b, and c are obtained from a nonlinear least-squares fitting; and R ch4D͞A is the CH 4 D͞A channel radiance. A set of parameters is determined for every 5-deg solar zenith angle and 10-deg satellite zenith angle. An equivalent cloud top is determined by Eq. ͑7͒ when a FOV is partially covered with clouds or when the clouds are optically thin. The estimated equivalent cloud top pressure for each pixel location is then compared with the surface pressure to detect clouds. Thresholds of 50 mb is used for solar zenith angles less than 35°and of 100 mb for solar zenith angles greater than 35°. Larger values of thresholds are used for larger solar zenith angles where R ch4D͞A signals spread in greater ranges. An example of a fitting is given in Fig. 2 , where the solar zenith angles span the range of 25°-30°and the satellite zenith angles are 0°-10°. The solid curve shows the fitting function, which represents the data with good accuracy. The parameters a, b, and c for the range of solar zenith angles 0°-80°a nd satellite zenith angles 0°-30°are listed in Tables  4͑a͒, 4͑b͒ , and 4͑c͒, respectively. These parameters were calculated with the MOPABS model to ensure high accuracy. In the range of solar zenith angles between 0°and 20°, the function varies slightly and was fitted with one set of parameters. Equation ͑7͒ is predetermined from model calculations by use of a one-day global simulation. Thus the parameters include a large range of atmospheric conditions. Table 5, which is similar to Tables 2 and  3 , summarizes the detection results by use of the CH 4 channel technique. The performance of this technique is slightly worse than that of the threshold method without the input data random error. Approximately 6% of the cloudy pixels were undetected, some of which have more than 50% cloud cover. Almost all these pixels are covered with low-level clouds in which the differences of the cloud top pressure and the surface pressure are within the range of the threshold ͑note the cases excluding low clouds͒. The advantage of this technique is that it does not rely on the input meteorological data to predict clear column radiance, and therefore it eliminates most of the uncertainties associated with the reference radiance calculation. The disadvantage is that this technique can be used only in the daytime.
MOPITT cloud detection assigns confidence levels to the output products, so data users can estimate the uncertainties involved in data processing that are due to the cloud algorithm. In general, daytime data are assigned with higher confidence because both solar and thermal channels are used. Data over the ocean have a higher confidence level when the threshold method is used because the input data, particularly the surface quantities, are less uncertain. Tests with values close to the thresholds will be assigned lower confidence levels. Both the cloud detection threshold and the equivalent cloud top pressure methods are used by the MOPITT level-2 processor. The pixels that are classified as clear by both methods are assigned higher confidence levels and those classified by only one method are assigned lower confidence levels. The MOPITT cloud detection algorithm has some limitations. It may be difficult to detect thin cirrus clouds if the effect on the radiance is not greater than 3-7%. Detection of clouds at night depends solely on the temperature contrasts between the clouds and the surface. If the clouds are low, have cold surfaces, or a temperature inversion is present within the FOV, the threshold method may not work well. Different approaches are proposed and are discussed in Section 6.
Cloud Clearing
The retrieval of tropospheric CO and CH 4 in the presence of clouds is made possible by two techniques: one to estimate a clear column radiance by use of radiances from neighboring pixels and the other to identify overcast opaque cloud tops and retrieve above clouds. The first technique makes use of the N* method introduced by Smith 15 and is discussed in Subsection 4.A. The procedures to determine an overcast opaque cloud are described in Subsection 4.B.
A. N* Technique
The N* method assumes that two adjacent cloudy pixels possess the same radiative and cloud physical properties, and they differ only by the amount of cloud cover. N* is defined as the ratio of the cloud cover in two adjacent pixels; hence it is independent of spectral frequency and channel. N* can be calculated from a reference channel as
where R clear ͑ref ͒ is the clear column radiance and R obs1 ͑ref ͒ and R obs2 ͑ref ͒ are the observed radiances from pixel 1 and 2, respectively, for the reference channel. N* is then applied to all the other channels to reconstruct the clear column radiance with
where i indicates the ith channel.
In the MOPITT cloud clearing algorithm, the clear column radiance for the reference channel, which is used to calculate N*, is obtained from forward model calculations. The average signals, ch5A for thermal and ch6A for solar, are used as reference channels for cloud clearing applications. Cloud signatures can appear differently in the solar and the thermal bands depending on the temperature and reflectance of the cloud. In a comparison of the N*'s calculated from the reference channel with N*'s from the ratio of the cloud covers, the solar CO channels show better correlation than the thermal channels. Therefore the solar channel was chosen to calculate N*'s for daytime cases, whereas at nighttime the thermal reference signals are used. Because the MOPITT footprints are relatively large ͑22 km ϫ 22 km͒, two adjacent pixels are used to resolve heterogeneous clouds.
Note that in the calculation of the clear column radiances, the uncertainties in the observed radiances are magnified by a factor 1͑͞1 Ϫ N*͒. Therefore for accuracy considerations N* should be much smaller than 1 ͑assuming that N* is always less than 1 by taking the ratio that uses the radiance with less cloud cover over that with more cloud cover͒. Hence it requires that the two pixels possess adequate contrasting cloud covers. N* limits of less than 0.6 for daytime and 0.5 for nighttime are used to ensure a CO measurement accuracy of 10%. To control random errors in the N* calculations, for daytime the N*'s from ch5A and ch6A are compared with each other, and those that differ by more than 0.1 are rejected. This constraint ensures the quality of the data passing through the N* calculations, although it also limits the area where the technique can be used. For example, in a daytime low-cloud case when the temperatures of the cloud cover and the surface do not differ significantly, the solar reflectance can be a better indicator of clouds, and the N*'s calculated from the solar and thermal channels can be different.
The right panels of Fig. 1 show graphs that are similar to the left panels with pixels cleared by the N* method and without input data random error ͑right upper panel͒ and with input data random error ͑right lower panel͒. More than 95% of the data points fall within the 10% accuracy range for the CO column amounts and more than 90% for the CO mixing ratio at L-3 and L-4. CO profile retrievals at the bottom and at levels 1, 2, and 6 have relatively larger errors, where almost 30% of pixels fail outside the 10% accuracy range and some reach as high as 40 -50%.
When the input data random error is introduced in the N* calculations, the magnitude of the uncertainties is approximately the same, with 5% more data points falling outside the range of the accuracy requirement. The anticipated error levels are added in the same way as described in Subsection 3.A. It can be concluded that the accuracy of the model calculations, as well as that of the input parameters, is crucial to the N* process. In fact, for the reference channels the N* cleared radiances are exactly those calculated by the model. Nevertheless, because the reference channels are two of the A channels and the MOPITT retrieval uses the thermal D channels or the solar D͞A ratio channels, the retrieved information is approximately independent of the model calculations. However, the errors introduced in the N* val-ues from the reference channel will propagate to all other channels in the form of random errors.
The clear pixels that are erroneously categorized as cloudy because of random error in the input data ͑see Subsection 3.A͒ will not pass the N* limit because there is not enough contrast in the observed radiances, and they will be discarded from the CO retrieval. In addition, because the N* method requires high contrast of cloud cover between adjacent pixels and because of the large pixel sizes ͑22 km ϫ 22 km͒, the N* technique is used mainly near the edges of more uniform clouds and areas covered with broken clouds. The global coverage of N* cleared pixels is thus limited.
A major disadvantage of this cloud clearing technique by use of MOPITT data alone is the relatively high uncertainties in the cleared radiances. Ideally the reference channel for the N* method can be chosen from the channels that possess relatively narrow weighting functions and are away from the surface. In this ideal case the radiance difference between two adjacent pixels is dominated by the cloud cover differences, and the cloud heights for the two pixels are approximately the same. Unfortunately the weighting functions for the MOPITT radiances are relatively broad, and the signals are most sensitive to the surface properties. With these limitations, the assumption of two adjacent pixels having the same clear and cloud radiative properties will not always hold. Because the surface characteristics of two pixels can be different, the radiance difference of the two pixels partially covered with clouds will include this contribution. When the signals from these two pixels are used to correct for the cloud contributions, the surface characteristics of the two pixels are being modified. Although several constraints are added to ensure an acceptable quality, the range of application is limited. Another limitation of the current MO-PITT cloud clearing technique is the inability to properly identify and treat multilayer clouds. The resolution of multilayer clouds requires a number of spectral bands whose weighting functions are sufficiently narrow and peak at different altitudes in the atmosphere. Because MOPITT weighting functions are relatively broad and the signals are most sensitive to the surface properties, there is not enough independent information from the MOPITT channel signals to remove multilayer clouds. Future research is proposed in Section 6 to improve the MO-PITT cloud clearing accuracy related to the N* method by the incorporation of other data sources.
B. Determination of Overcast Opaque Cloud Tops
A large majority of the clouds over the globe are relatively uniform and optically thick in the MOPITT spectral bands. It is possible to use the cloudy observations to retrieve CO concentrations above clouds when an optically thick and uniformly distributed cloud top can be determined. After individual pixels are identified as cloudy, three steps are taken to determine an optically thick overcast cloud top.
First, an equivalent cloud top pressure is obtained for each pixel under consideration from the CH 4 channel D͞A signals by use of Eq. ͑7͒. Second, a spatial area of 1°ϫ 1°in latitude and longitude surrounding a pixel is selected, and a mean CH 4 D͞A signal and a standard deviation of all pixels within the area are calculated. When the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean for this pixel is less than 1% and when there are more than 30% of the pixels in the surrounding area having the same properties, this pixel is assigned as having uniform cloud cover. This area of 1°ϫ 1°in latitude and longitude contains approximately 20 -25 pixels at the mid-latitudes and low latitudes and fewer at higher latitudes. The third step is to determine the opacity of the cloud to exclude cases with optically thin uniform cloud cover. The radiance contributed from the clouds to the TOA for the thermal channel ch5A is modeled and then compared with the observed radiance of the same channel. The cloud top temperature for the simulation is interpolated from the DAO temperature profile on the basis of the estimated cloud top pressure, and the cloud top emissivity is set to 1. If the difference of the thermal ch5A signals for this pixel is less by a small amount ͑0.005 in channel radiance unit͒, the pixel is considered optically thick. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the histogram of the number of Fig. 3 . ͑a͒ Cloud cover of pixels determined as having overcast opaque tops ͑shaded area͒ compared with all pixels in the simulation. ͑b͒ Accuracy of the CO profile retrieval above opaque cloud evaluated by a comparison with the retrieval under clear skies.
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pixels detected as having overcast cloud tops for a small area under testing in the range of 30°S to 70°N latitude and 45°W to 90°W longitude during daytime. The shaded area indicates those pixels considered as overcast cloud tops, and the area under the dashed curve indicates the cloud fractions of all pixels included in the simulation. The pixels detected as having overcast cloud tops generally include more than 90% cloud cover in each pixel. About half of the simulated overcast cloudy pixels are detected. The MOPITT operational algorithm retrieves CO profiles at the bottom and at six vertical levels in the troposphere. Only the pixels with cloud top pressures below the 400-mb level are considered, so that the retrievals for at least two levels, excluding the top level, can be obtained above the clouds. Under this condition, most clouds are optically thick, which eliminates the complication raised from thin cirrus clouds. Multilayer clouds, including the cases with cirrus clouds above thick opaque clouds, were not studied with this technique. We evaluated the accuracy of the CO profile retrieval above opaque clouds by comparing it with the retrieval under clear skies. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the percentage differences between the two runs at the 350-hPa ͑L-4͒ and 250-hPa ͑L-5͒ levels. Approximately 80% of the pixels at L-5 meet the MOPITT measurement requirement. At the levels too close to the cloud tops or the TOA, the accuracy is too low for MOPITT products. Although the CO mixing ratio is available at only one level in the troposphere when an overcast opaque cloud is present, this will add valuable information in the assimilation of the global CO concentrations.
Validation of MOPITT Cloud Detection Thresholds against Aircraft Measurements
A. Validation against MAS Data
MAS is an imaging spectrometer flown on a NASA ER-2 aircraft. 19 It has 50 spectral bands ranging from the visible through the IR. The pixel resolution is 50 m ϫ 50 m in spatial extent. An array of 440 ϫ 440 MAS pixels was averaged to simulate a single 22 km ϫ 22 km MOPITT pixel. MAS data were selected for this experiment from the Winter Cloud Experiment 33 performed over the Wisconsin region in January and February 1997. Three MAS spectral bands were used, two to match MOPITT bands and a third for visual cloud detection. These MAS bands are summarized in Table 6 , taken from the Winter Cloud Experiment campaign web site ͑http:͞͞ ltpwww.gsfc.nasa.gov͞MAS͞wince_bands50.html͒.
The flight occurred on 12 February 1997. From this flight we selected track 6, which began at 18:24:28 and ended at 18:53:58 Greenwich Mean Time ͑GMT͒. This track began over eastern Minnesota ͑clear sky͒, then continued above Lake Superior. Initially the lake was ice covered with a small patch of clouds. As the flight proceeded east, the ice broke up into mostly open water with some ice. Clouds appeared in appreciable amounts over the lake water, and the flight was divided into 25 MOPITT pixels; analysis was performed on the cloudy pixels over water. An image of this section of the flight is presented in Fig. 4 . The pixels were numbered from 0 to 24, but only the last seven were analyzed. These seven pixels are over the lake water, so the surface characteristics are better known.
Once these pixels were identified, each was analyzed independently. We estimated the cloud amount from MAS measurements using a combination of methods. These methods ranged from our creating histograms of the data ͑number of pixels versus radiance in various bands͒ to subjective guessing. The success of various methods depended on the contrast between cloudy pixels and the surface, as well as factors such as the homogeneity of the underlying surface. The average radiance of all the pixels was calculated to simulate what the MOPITT instrument would have seen, and the clear-sky radiance Fig. 4 . MAS data divided into MOPITT pixels over Lake Superior, 12 February 1997 at 18:45 GMT. Solco is the solar CO band, Thermal is the thermal CO band, and IR indicates a long-wave band; their properties are listed in Table 6 . was also estimated. The latter was estimated to be the peak radiance of the histogram of solar CO ͑i.e., the most likely reflected radiance͒ and the pixel with the highest radiance in the thermal channel. Histograms of a representative MOPITT pixel ͑pixel 20͒ are presented as Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͒. The histogram of the solar CO channel illustrates that the surface radiance is sharply peaked and easily identifiable. This peak radiance is selected to represent the clearsky radiance in the solar CO channel. The broadpeaked histogram of the thermal channel indicates that the radiances from the surface and the clouds blend together. Thus distinguishing clouds from the cold lake surface solely on the basis of temperature is nearly impossible. The highest radiance from a MO-PITT pixel is selected to represent the clear-sky radiance in the thermal channel, and these radiances are presented in Table 7 . Clear-sky radiances were also calculated with the MOPABS model. The profile of CO 2 , O 3 , N 2 O, CO, and CH 4 was the mean reference atmosphere used by MOPABS. 24 The atmospheric profiles of water vapor and temperature were obtained from a sounding released as part of the Winter Cloud Experiment 7 campaign, approximately 10 min after the images were taken from a location approximately 400 km south ͑089°24.41Ј W, 43°04.17Ј N at 19:06:34 GMT͒. The model-derived clear-sky radiances were calculated with the input of the surface temperature set to 270.0 K, considering a cold lake water surface with some floating ice and a lower temperature at the lowest temperature sounding level ͑266.96 K͒. The surface emissivity was set to 0.98 for both IR bands. The differences between the MAS clear radiances and the MOPABS-calculated clear radiances are relatively large for the thermal channel. A major contribution is the difference in spectral bands used for MAS observation ͑peak wavelength at 4.542 m͒ and by the MOPABS model ͑at 4.451 and 4.602 m͒. For the solar CO channel, both the MAS observation and the MOPABS model use the same spectral band, and the difference in the clear radiance is approximately 5.7%.
This validation experiment tests the currently selected thresholds for MOPITT. The ratio of observed radiance to clear-sky radiance is calculated ͑and referred to as the ratio test͒. The difference between the clear-sky radiance and the observed radiance for the thermal channel is also calculated ͑dif-ference test͒. The ratio and difference tests are then compared with the predetermined thresholds, which should indicate whether the pixel is cloudy or clear. Because the thresholds are made for MOPITT radiances, and MAS and MOPITT filter band widths are slightly different ͑see Table 2͒ , the thresholds for the difference test are adjusted. For ratio tests, the bandwidth variation is canceled when radiance ratios are taken. The results of each of these tests are presented in Table 8 . Because each of these seven pixels exceeded all thresholds, these pixels would be classified as cloudy. All seven pixels were covered with clouds and detected as cloudy. Pixel 24, with the least cloud cover, was estimated with a cloud fraction of 15%. Therefore these threshold techniques provide a good foundation for detecting clouds under operational circumstances. Clearly, there will be some challenging scenes that any automated algorithm will fail. These tests also provided insight into the conservative nature of the selected thresholds. Under these conditions, it is more likely that clear pixels would be designated as cloudy than vice versa. A bias in this direction will produce higher-quality data in the initial stages of MOPITT production.
B. Validation against MATR Data
MATR is an airborne gas filter correlation radiometer that measures tropospheric CO profiles with threechannel or CH 4 column amounts with one channel. This instrument is designed to collect data to test MOPITT retrieval algorithms and to validate MO-PITT observations. The channel information is listed in Table 9 . These channels are similar to four of the MOPITT channels ͑see Table 1͒ . The main difference is that the MATR LMC's operate with 2-and 10-mm nominal path lengths, whereas the MO-PITT LMC's operate with 4-and 20-mm nominal path lengths. MATR can operate at a maximum of three channels at a time, and MATR channel 4 uses the same optics as MATR channel 1, except the cell content is CH 4 instead of CO and MATR channel 4 uses a different bandpass. When MATR is onboard an aircraft at an altitude of 12 km, its ground instant FOV is approximately a 1.2-km-diameter circle. For details on instrument design and construction, data acquisition, and calibration information, see Smith and Shertz. 20 The We calculated the reference clear radiances for cloud detection using MOPABS. The temperature and water-vapor profiles were taken at the CART site at 10:04 a.m. CST. The MOPABS mean reference profiles for CO 2 , O 3 , N 2 O, CO, and CH 4 are used and described in Subsection 5.A. The surface skin temperature was not measured over the CART site dur- Figure 7 shows the cloud detection results; the abscissas in all three panels represent the time of the observation, and the ordinates represent the quantities used for cloud detection. The vertical solid lines indicate the times when transitions between clear and cloudy occurred as indicated by the videotapes. The dotted horizontal lines are the thresholds for each test. In Fig. 7͑a͒ , the ordinate represents the ratio of the observed radiances over that calculated for 2.3-m signals. A threshold of 1.5 is used. The open circles depict those pixels detected as clear, and the solid circles are detected as cloudy by any one of the thresholds. Some pixels observed between 11:30 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. were detected as cloudy by the thermal thresholds but not by the solar channels. These pixels may have been under broken cloud conditions ͑as verified by the videotapes͒ where the shadows affected the average radiances. Shadows on the ground appear to be darker and colder than the average surface, and thus, when averaged with cloud radiances, they show stronger signals in the thermal channels and weaker signals in the solar channels. In Fig. 7͑b͒ , the thermal ͑4.6-m A signals͒ ratio test is shown, and a threshold of 0.93 is used. Figure 7͑c͒ shows the thermal difference test where a threshold of 0.005 is used. Most of the pixels detected by the solar channel threshold were also detected by the thermal ones. It is necessary to stress that a test based on information from one channel is not sufficient, and all thresholds are necessary for cloud detection.
This validation test proves that MOPITT thresholds are sensitive enough to detect cloud contamination in a FOV if the cloud optical depth is relatively high and if the clear column radiance calculations are sufficiently accurate. Validations with observations from more difficult cloud types, such as thin cirrus clouds, and complicated surface characteristics, such as snow or ice-covered surfaces, are not currently possible. Future research will be directed to cope with these problems. Testing the cloud detection method with the CH 4 total column amount will be carried out when the MATR CH 4 instrument is ready to take measurements.
Discussion
In this paper we summarized the current status of the MOPITT cloud algorithm. Based on the simulations, both the cloud detection and the cloud clearing algorithms, combined with the retrieval algorithm, provide CO measurements approximately within the required accuracy. The sensitivity of the CH 4 accuracy to the uncertainties in the cloud algorithm will be tested at a later time. The comparison of our cloud detection technique by use of a threshold method with MAS and MATR data confirms that the MOPITT thresholds are appropriately set to detect the differences in radiance caused by the presence of clouds.
Once MOPITT is operational, real-time information will be collected and analyzed, making it possible to develop algorithms based on temporal and spatial consistency tests with CO and CH 4 distribution information. Future research also includes the collection of the retrieved long-wave surface emissivity and its seasonal variations under clear skies and the addition of information to the input data sets. The cloud detection and clearing algorithm will be adjusted to handle the snow or ice-covered surfaces, once real-time snow and ice information is available from the DAO or other data sources. Specifically, when the clear column radiance reference is estimated, an empirical adjustment to the input data to the radiance model can be used.
As stated by Rossow, 6 "Cloud detection methods that use specified clear radiances or radiance variations to determine clear conditions will all have difficulty obtaining a definitive separation of the cloudy and clear conditions in these 'low contrast' cases." To solve the problems associated with low contrasts in our algorithm, additional information is necessary. Thin cirrus clouds show slight signatures at both the 2.2-m ͑or 2.3-m͒ solar and 4.7-m thermal channels. These signals are too weak to be detected by the MOPITT cloud detection routines. The detection of thin cirrus clouds in MOPITT data processing will rely on additional data sources, and an empirical correction is necessary to remove its effects. A separate study will be carried out and discussed at a later time.
The MODIS cloud mask provides clear and cloudy information by performing a series of cloud detection tests. The algorithm uses information from 14 channels ranging from visible to long-wave thermal channels, and the pixel sizes at nadir range from 250 m to 1 km. Using multispectral techniques and temporal and spatial tests, the MODIS cloud mask can detect clouds in difficult situations, including thin cirrus clouds, high clouds, low clouds, clouds occurring at night, and clouds over complicated surfaces. A more realistic set of N* calculations can also be derived by use of MODIS cloud mask products. In each MOPITT pixel, there are approximately 484 MODIS pixels, and a statistical summary of the clear and cloudy scenes can be obtained. A N* value can be directly calculated on the basis of its definition. This will eliminate the N* uncertainties associated with the MOPITT signal sensitivities discussed in Subsection 4.A. The results of experiments that use MODIS data to improve the MOPITT cloud algorithm will be included in future publications.
